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Introduction to Lantos 3D 
Scanning 

ERIN HENRY, AUD 

   

     

Good afternoon! 
 
About me… 

u Erin Henry, Au.D., CCC-A 
u Director of Training for Lantos Technologies 
u B.S. in Communication Disorders 
u Au.D. from Northeastern University, Boston, MA 
u Audiologist for 8 years 
u Contact information: ehenry@lantostechnologies.com 
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AGENDA 

•  How do I order products? 
•  What is training like? 
•  Why a membrane? 

A: FAQs 
 

•  Can I scan mastoid patients? 
•  What about wax? 
•  Are piercings ok? 

B: Use Cases 

•  How does scanning compare 
to impressions? 

•  Are products from scans at 
least as good as from EMIs? 

•  Do patients have a preference 
between processes? 

C: Comparison Study 

 

•  Who is scanning? 
•  The Process of Scanning 

•  What does a scan session look 
like? 

Intro to the Scan Process 
 

   

     

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

u  After this course, participants will be able to identify who can and cannot operate the 
scanner. 

u  After this course, participants will be able to give a brief explanation of how the 
Lantos 3D scanning system works and its parts. 

u  After this course, participants will be able to describe what data is captured during 
the 3D scanning process. 

u  After this course, participants will be able to identify which populations can be 
scanned and possible contraindications. 
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GENERAL INTRO 
u  Ear scanning systems are already working in: 

u  Clinical sites 

u  Research sites 

u  Military sites 

u  Consumer sites 

   

     

ANATOMY OF THE LANTOS SCANNER 
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THE LANTOS EAR SCANNING PROCESS 

Multi-Step Scanning Process 

1.  Placement under direct visualization 

2.  Solution fills inside of the membrane (does not 
touch the ear), inflating peristaltically. 

3.  Light fluoresces the inside of membrane. 

4.  Each still image is stitched into one 3D file. 
•  Over 1 million data points are stitched together 

•  Highly accurate, 3D topographical rendering of the 
ear in .STL format 

   

     

DIRECT VISUALIZATION 

Approaching  
target depth 

At target depth Too deep 
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What does a Lantos scan session look like? 

   

     

LANTOS BY THE NUMBERS 
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FAQs 
REAL QUESTIONS FROM REAL CUSTOMERS 

   

     

THE LANTOS 3D SCANNING SYSTEM 

+ + = 

•  Handheld scanner with 
cradle 

•  Laptop with high-end 
graphics card 

•  Software that collects 
1,000,000+ data points  

•  Algorithm that stitches 
data into a 3D mesh of 
the ear’s geometry 

•  Cloud ordering platform 

•  Single-patient 
membrane  

•  Multiple-use solution 
cartridge 

•  Improved process to 
customizing ear 
products  

•  Digital file that can be 
instantly transmitted to 
manufacturer 

Protected by 70+ patents 
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BENEFITS OF USING A LANTOS MEMBRANE 

u  Improved comfort  
u  Inherently safe  
u  Hygienic  
u  Controlled data-

collection environment  
u  FDA 510K-cleared  
u  Captures the ear’s compliance 
u  Scan in one mode 
u  Easily capture the deep end of the 

canal 
u  Eliminates need for calibrations and 

external tracking hardware. 

 

Window 

Nose (concha portion) 

Pressure Cuff 

Cassette 

   

     

WHO CAN USE THE SCANNER? 
 

u  Audiologists 

u  Dispensers 

u  Physicians 

u  Audiology Assistants (per state 
regulations) 

u  Other hearing professionals with training 
on inspection of the ear with an otoscope 

According to the FDA, the Lantos 3D Scanning System is intended to be used 
by any hearing professional who is able to use an otoscope for the purpose of 
non-diagnostic, inspection the ear. 
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Complete digital workflow leads to savings 
LANTOS WORKFLOW 

Scan ear with 
Lantos scanner 

.STL file ready 
 to model 

Online 
ordering 

Fill ear 
with silicone 

Extract 
silicone mold 

Paper 
order form 

Ship 
mold 

Receive and 
sort order 

Data 
entry 

Post-process 
by hand 

Digitize 
mold 

.STL file ready 
to model 

TRADITIONAL WORKFLOW 

ü  Saves 2+ days versus shipping mold 

ü  Saves $30+ dollars per order 

ü  Provides quality and consistency 

   

     

TRAINING 
•  30-minute total online modules, accessed 

from any computer 
•  5 hour in-person training 
•  Comprehensive support pre- and post- 

training 
•  0.6 CEUs! 
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ADOPTING SCANNING INTO YOUR OFFICE 
Maximize the potential return on your  
technology investment. 

To assist in your marketing and patient 
education efforts, Lantos Technologies 
has assembled a robust group of 
collateral items for clinic 
personalization.  
All of the items can be customized to 
include your unique clinic branding, 
contact information and other 
marketing and awareness messaging.  

Use Cases 
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS FOR THE SCANNING SYSTEM 
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LET’S CONSIDER 
We’ve all encountered ears that were problematic for taking earmold impressions. 

   

     

CONTRAINDICATIONS 

þ Mastoids 

þ Tubes 

þ TM Perfs 

þ Wax 

þ Hair 

ý Drainage 

ý Occluding Cerumen 

ý Infection 

ý Foreign Body 

Yes, scan! No scan! 
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Traditional Scanning 
Pack the mastoid cavity Scan the ear as any normal ear would be 

scanned 
Examine to confirm the packing 
Shoot the impression material 
Carefully extract the hardened material 

MASTOIDECTOMY PATIENT: Traditional vs. Lantos 
scanning 

   

     

EXAMPLE LANTOS SCAN 

Helix View!
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AR: LEFT EAR 
Multiple ear surgeries, including canal-wall-down 
mastoidectomies to treat cholesteatomas 

   

     

AR: LEFT EAR 
Multiple ear surgeries, including canal-wall-down 
mastoidectomies to treat cholesteatomas 
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AR: LEFT EAR 
Multiple ear surgeries, including canal-wall-down 
mastoidectomies to treat cholesteatomas 

Feedback! 

   

     

AR: LEFT EAR 
Multiple ear surgeries, including canal-wall-down 
mastoidectomies to treat cholesteatomas 
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MC: LEFT EAR 

Canal wall down mastoidectomy AU.  

   

     

MC: LEFT EAR 

Canal wall down mastoidectomy AU.  

Narrowing = break-off! 
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NARROW CANAL WITH “BREAK-OFF” 

   

     

JL: RIGHT EAR 

Surgical reconstruction 
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JR: RIGHT EAR 

Patient with unilateral Grade II microtia/atresia 
with pinna and canal reconstruction 

   

     

PARTIAL CERUMEN EXAMPLE 
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PIERCING EXAMPLE 

u  Typically requires removal of jewelry for 
impressions 

u  Sometimes not possible for patient to remove or 
may cause discomfort 

u  If you choose to leave the piercing in while taking 
the impression, the material can get stuck or the 
ear shape will be distorted in that area. 

Comparison Study 
IMPRESSIONS VS LANTOS SCAN 
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OVERVIEW 

u  Objectives and Hypotheses of the Study 

u  Methods of the Study 

u  Study Results 

u  Interpretation 
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OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES 
Objectives 
1.  Document patient experience with Lantos 3D Ear Scanning vs. physical earmold 

impressions 

2.  Determine if Lantos 3D ear scans result in custom devices that are comfortable and 
have, at least, adequate acoustic performance 

 

Hypotheses 

1.  Lantos ear scans are at least as comfortable as earmold impressions 

2.  Lantos ear scans yield custom products that are comparable in comfort and 
performance to custom products made from earmold impressions 

   

     

METHODS: SUBJECT RECRUITMENT 

u  26 patients eligible and invited, 20 accepted 

u  Ages ≥ 18 years  

u  Hearing aids were purchased by subject at standard rate or paid for by insurance. 

38 

Left Ear Right Ear 
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METHODS 
u  Style of earmold chosen by provider and 

patient, influenced by degree of hearing loss, 
comfort and aesthetics. 

u  Physical earmold impressions and Lantos 
Scans sent to Microsonic. 

u  Microsonic “M35” silicone used for all 
earmolds. 

u  Earmold styles: 
u  Canal 

u  Canal Lock 

u  Hollow Canal 

u  Venting appropriate for degree of hearing loss 

   

     

METHODS: DOUBLE-BLIND PROTOCOL 
Subjects randomized 

Microsonic, Inc. 
•  Order number printed on earmolds  
•  Patient and provider blinded to source 

N=10 
Impression 1st 

Lantos Scan 2nd  

N=10 
Lantos Scan 1st 
Impression 2nd  

Two pairs of earmolds returned to audiologist 
•  Identified only by Order number 
•  Earmolds randomly assigned as 1st or 2nd pair 

Study Visit #1 

Earmold Lab 
Modeling and 

Production 

Earmolds shipped 
back and received 
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First Follow-up 
•  Report 2-week Comfort of Earmolds #1 
•  Replace with Earmolds #2 
•  Assess initial comfort (Good, Adequate, Remake) 
•  Perform acoustic feedback test to determine 

maximum stable gain (Good, Adequate, Remake) 

METHODS: DOUBLE-BLIND PROTOCOL 
Initial Fitting 
•  Earmolds #1 
•  Assess initial comfort (Good, Adequate, Remake) 
•  Perform acoustic feedback test to determine 

maximum stable gain (Good, Adequate, Remake) 

Study Visit #2 

Study Visit #3 

2 weeks 

Study Visit #4 

2 weeks 

Second Follow-up 
•  Report 2-week Comfort of Earmolds #2 
•  Patient has option to keep Earmolds #1, #2, or both 

   

     

Part I 
Document the patient’s experience of Lantos 
scans compared to physical Impressions 
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PART I, METHODS:  
Experience of Lantos Scans vs. Physical Impressions 

   

     

PART I, METHODS: Feeling of Lantos Scan vs. 
Impression 

Wong-Baker	FACES®	Pain	RaFng	Scale	
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PART I, RESULTS:  
Experience of Lantos Scans vs. Physical Impressions 
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vs. Earmold Impressions (EMI)? 
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PART I, RESULTS: Feeling of Lantos Scan vs. 
Impression 
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PART I, RESULTS: Feeling of Lantos Scan vs. 
Impression 
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* p<0.005 

   

     

PART I, CONCLUSIONS:  
Feeling of Lantos Scan vs. Impression 

u  Lantos 3D Ear Scanning was significantly more comfortable than 
physical earmold impressions. 

u  95% subjects rated the Lantos ear scan to be a “0” on the 10-
point pain scale. 

u  50% subjects rated physical earmold impressions a “0”, and 50% 
rated impressions > “0”. 
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PART I, CONCLUSIONS:  
Experience of Lantos Scan vs. Impression 

u  95% subjects preferred Lantos ear scan to physical earmold 
impressions or considered their experience the SAME. 

u  Of subjects who rated physical earmold impressions to be > 0 on the 
10-point pain scale, 90% preferred the Lantos ear scan. 

   

     

Part II 
Are devices made from Lantos ear scans at least 
as comfortable and perform as well as those made 
from silicone earmold impressions? 
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PART II, METHODS: 
Determine if Lantos 3D ear scans result in custom 
devices that are comfortable and have at least 
adequate acoustic performance 
 

Rate the Comfort of the Earmold 
 
Good      Adequate     Remake 

   

     

“Feels good!”  
“It’s great!”  
“I can’t feel it.” 

PART II, METHODS: 
Determine if Lantos 3D ear scans result in custom 
devices that are comfortable and have at least 
adequate acoustic performance 
 

Rate the Comfort of the Earmold 
 
Good      Adequate     Remake 
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“It feels foreign, but ok.” 
“It’s snug but I think I’ll get used to it.” 
“It’s ok.” 

PART II, METHODS: 
Determine if Lantos 3D ear scans result in custom 
devices that are comfortable and have at least 
adequate acoustic performance 
 

Rate the Comfort of the Earmold 
 
Good      Adequate     Remake 

   

     

“It hurts.” 
“It’s too big in my ear and bothers me.” 
“I stopped wearing them.” 

PART II, METHODS: 
Determine if Lantos 3D ear scans result in custom 
devices that are comfortable and have at least 
adequate acoustic performance 
 

Rate the Comfort of the Earmold 
 
Good      Adequate     Remake 
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PART II, METHODS: Determine if Lantos 3D ear 
scans result in custom devices that are comfortable 
and have at least adequate acoustic performance 
 

Rate the Maximum Stable Gain of the Earmold (Feedback Test) 
 
Good      Adequate     Remake 

u  How good is the seal of the earmold in the ear? 
u  Does the earmold impression and/or the scan provide appropriate 

pressure in the soft tissue of the ear? 

   

     

Rate the Maximum Stable Gain of the Earmold (Feedback Test) 
 
Good       

Feedback 
threshold does 
not limit audibility 

PART II, METHODS: Determine if Lantos 3D ear 
scans result in custom devices that are comfortable 
and have at least adequate acoustic performance 
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Rate the Maximum Stable Gain of the Earmold (Feedback Test) 
 

      Adequate      
Feedback threshold does 
limit audibility 
•  But, gain is adequate for 

degree of hearing loss 
•  Gain limitation is not 

expected to be limiting 
factor in hearing aid 
benefit  

PART II, METHODS: Determine if Lantos 3D ear 
scans result in custom devices that are comfortable 
and have at least adequate acoustic performance 
 

   

     

Rate the Maximum Stable Gain of the Earmold (Feedback Test) 
 

             Remake 
Feedback threshold does 
limit audibility 
•  Gain is not adequate for 

degree of hearing loss 
•  Gain limitation is 

expected to be limiting 
factor in hearing aid 
benefit  

PART II, METHODS: Determine if Lantos 3D ear 
scans result in custom devices that are comfortable 
and have at least adequate acoustic performance 
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PART II, RESULTS: UNBLINDED 
Comfort of Earmolds 
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PART II, RESULTS: UNBLINDED 
Max Stable Gain of Earmolds 
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INTERPRETATION 
u  Lantos 3D Ear Scanning is more comfortable than physical earmold impressions 

u  95% subjects preferred Lantos ear scan to physical earmold impressions or considered their 
experience the SAME. 

u  50% subjects rated EMIs ≥ 2 on Pain Scale; 80% of these subjects who found 
impressions painful rated they MUCH preferred Lantos Scan to impressions. 

u  The 7 of 20 subjects who rated scans and impressions the SAME, rated both 
impressions and scan a “0” on the Pain Scale. 

u  Comfort and Acoustic Performance of earmolds made from Lantos 3D Ear scans and 
impressions were Good or Adequate 98% of the time. 

u  There was no significant difference in Comfort or Acoustic Performance of earmolds 
made from Lantos 3D Ear scans and impressions. 

   

     

OVERALL SUMMARY   
u  Learned about scanning 

u  Answered common questions 

u  Reviewed specific use cases 

u  Evaluated results of comparative study 

u  Scanning is here! 

u  Let us know how we can help integrate 
this technology into your practice. 

u  ehenry@lantostechnologies.com 
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